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Abstract. My research investigates into using Markov chains to make link
prediction and the transition matrix derived from Markov chains to acquire
structural knowledge about Web sites. The structural knowledge is acquired in
the form of three types of clusters: hierarchical clusters, reference clusters, and
grid clusters. The predicted Web pages and acquired Web structures are further
integrated to assist Web users in their navigation in the Web site.
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1 Introduction

Learning about Web users from Web usage data for designing an Adaptive Web site
has been proposed as an AI challenge by Perkowitz and Etzioni [3]. Web log files,
which record Web users’ accesses to the documents on a Web site, are the major
sources of Web usage data for machine learning. 

My research aims to integrate link prediction with structure discovery to facilitate
Web users’ navigation. I want to develop an Online Recommendation Explorer
(ORE) which presents a hierarchy of clusters of Web pages with relevant clusters
expanded, predicted pages highlighted, and different states of clusters and pages
displayed. The ORE works along the existing Web site, and, like the windows
explorer, allows the user to activate pages, expand clusters and browse the hierarchy.
Each cluster or page is given a description (topic) by concept learning. The ORE
provides the user with structured, informative and focused recommendations and the
flexibility of being able to move around within the hierarchy of relevant clusters and
pages.

Web link prediction is the process to predict the Web pages to be visited by a user
based on the Web pages previously visited by him/her. Web structure discovery is to
identify different structures among the Web pages. Albrecht et. al. [1] proposed to
build three types of Markov models from Web log files for pre-sending Web
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documents. Sarukkai [5] also discussed about link prediction based on Markov
models. In my research, I want to develop a Markov model from Web log files to
predict the Web pages to be visited by a user based on the Web pages previously
visited by him/her.

Inspired by Spears’ work on transition matrix compression [6], I have tried to
extend cluster analysis to the transition matrix [7] to identify structures among the
Web pages, i.e., hierarchical clusters, reference clusters, and grid clusters.

2 Proposed Approach and Relevant Issues

The ECLF (Extended Common Log File), which contains URIs of requested pages
and referrers, is used as the data source to build the Markov model. Due to the
influence of page caching, proxy servers etc., the directed weighted graph extracted
from the log file is further processed to conform to flow equation and make the
Markov chain irreducible, i.e., every two pages are connected.

When the current state of a Web page in the chain (visited or not visited) is given,
the probability of visiting any other Web page in the next m steps can be calculated. If
n previously visited Web pages are given, the n corresponding probabilities of visiting
any other Web page in the next m steps can be summed up to estimate the overall
probability of visiting the page in the next m steps.

A combination of the original organization of the Web pages on a Web site and the
organization perceived by the Web users are reflected in the Web log files.
Visualization of the transition matrix clearly shows that Web pages are organized in
hierarchical structures. This reflects the fact that Web pages are conceptually
hierarchical, i.e., topics presented in Web pages are generally at different conceptual
levels, from the homepage to general topics, followed by less general topics, more
specific topics, and so on. Inspired by Spears’ transition matrix compression
algorithm [6], we have used link similarities between Web pages to find three types of
clusters defined below. 

Grid cluster (GC): is a set of Web pages having both similar incoming links and
outgoing links, which generally describe the same concept (topic). This concept is
generally a sub-concept of concepts in higher-level Web pages, which have
significant links to the GC.

Hierarchical cluster (HC): is a set of Web pages having similar incoming links,
which generally describe closely related concepts (topics). These concepts are
generally sub-concepts of concepts in higher-level Web pages, which have significant
links to the HC.

Reference cluster (RC): is a set of Web pages having similar outgoing links, which
generally serve as references to the same Web pages.

Our approach looks for grid clusters first. This also serves as a matrix compression
process to speed up later probability calculation, since pages in the same grid clusters
have similar or closely related contents. The approach then tries to find hierarchical
clusters. Finally it looks for reference clusters. Hierarchical clusters provide the
framework into which reference and grid clusters can be embedded. A link between
two clusters is built when the overall transition probability, which is also the weight
on the link, from one cluster to the other cluster is significant enough. Links are



generally from higher to lower conceptual level hierarchical clusters, or from
reference clusters to hierarchical clusters or grid clusters. In the end, all the Web
pages are put into a hierarchy of linked clusters and pages. The hierarchy starts with
the home page as the root, moves down to hierarchical clusters at the general
conceptual level covering general topics, further to hierarchical clusters at less general
level covering less general topics, and finally to individual Web pages at the lowest
conceptual level covering the most specific topics. Grid and reference clusters are the
“fruits” on this hierarchy of clusters and pages.

3 System Overview

Currently a prototype system has been developed to present structural
recommendations as Web users’ navigation aids. Starting from the homepage,
followed by multiple levels of hierarchical clusters, reference clusters, and grid
clusters, all the Web pages are put into a hierarchy of clusters with the home page as
the root in the Online Recommendation Explorer (ORE) window. Each cluster is
given a description about the pages in the cluster by conceptual text learning. Each
time when a user requests a new page, probabilities of visiting any other Web pages
or grid clusters within the next m steps are calculated. Then the Web pages and grid
clusters with the highest probabilities are highlighted and the clusters containing the
pages and grid clusters are expanded in the ORE window. The user can also browse
the clusters and pages like in the Windows Explorer. Icons are used to represent
different states of pages and clusters. 

4 Future Work

Future work includes improving the accuracy of link prediction by identifying users’
goal in each visit [2]. The threshold for clustering decides the size and quality of the
clusters. Further study will explore the appropriate threshold values for Web sites of
different scales and types.
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